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The Victims of Auschwitz 
 

Category 
Deported to 
Auschwitz 

Killed at 
Auschwitz 

% of Total 
Victims 

Jews 1,100,000 1,000,000 91 

Poles 140,000 70,000 5.8 

Roma (Gypsies) 23,000 21,000 1.7 

Soviet PoWs 15,000 14,000 1.3 

Other 25,000 12,000 1 

Total 1,300,000 1,100,000 100 

   
Estimated figures for the main categories of victims at the various camps at Auschwitz 
 

    
Hungarian Jews arriving in May / June 1944        Survivors of the Holocaust at Auschwitz 
 

Daily Routine in Auschwitz 

Early in the morning at a gong prisoners got up, tidied their dormitories, washed and had a 
drink. At a second gong they assembled for roll call (later abolished) then formed work squads 
and marched off accompanied by an orchestra. Apart from a midday meal break they laboured 
for 11 hours in summer and 9 in winter demolishing houses, on building projects, loading and 
unloading, in the camp workshops, kitchens, warehouses, bathhouses and prisoner hospitals, in 
fields, mines and industrial plants. They were terrorised by SS guards and inmate overseers and 
many were worked to death. They returned to the camp before dusk and had evening roll call 
then some bread and free time to wash or meet friends before a gong warned them to return 
to their block and at 21.00 a final gong indicated silence to be kept. On Sundays and holidays 
prisoners generally did not work but tidied their blocks, mended and cleaned their clothes, had 
their hair cut and shaved, listened to concerts and once a fortnight wrote letters to their 
families. 
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Living Conditions at Auschwitz 
 

   
Striped uniform                           Latrines (Photo: Grillo)                                                        Watch Tower (Jacomoman) 
 
Clothing – striped uniforms, underwear changed infrequently, ill-fitting wooden shoes 
Accommodation – over-crowded barrack blocks (brick or wood), straw mattresses then 3 tier 
bunks, rags for blankets, inadequate coal stoves, basic furniture  
Food - three meals a day (half a litre of ‘coffee’ or ‘tea’; a litre of ‘soup’ made from potato and 
groats; 300g of black bread and sausage or margarine or marmalade or cheese) of very 
inadequate nutritional value leading to emaciation and starvation 
Sanitation - buckets at night, latrine block, infrequent baths, no proper water supply 
Disease – dirty water, poor sanitation, hunger, exhaustion, rats, insects, malarial swamps and 
an overcrowded hospital meant disease was rife 
Punishment – arbitrary and severe: extra / unpleasant work, reduced food, flogging, solitary 
confinement, ‘standing’ cells (1 square yard), execution, being starved to death 
Other Forms of Abuse – humiliation, sexual abuse, medical experimentation (sterilisation, 
testing vaccines and drugs, chemicals in the eyes, studies of twins, research into cancers)  
 

Dr Josef Mengele – the ‘Angel of Death’  
 

In characterising Dr Mengele’s attitude towards his patients, one can generally  
say that he behaved ‘correctly’. He never beat us, and his name was even a kind  
of protection for us. For example, if a Kapo or an SS man picked on us, we would 
 call on them to stop or else we would tell Dr Mengele, and it worked … In our 
group of twins it never happened that someone did not return from Dr  
Mengele’s tests. I believe that Dr Mengele did not kill people up until he had  
finished the experiments he had planned to carry out on them when they were  
still alive. No one in our group was murdered. Otto Klein – survivor 
 

Is it acceptable for scientists today to use the results of Nazi medical research?  

  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Grillo
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The Process of Extermination 

 

Deportation 
Victims rounded up in their home towns 

Deception – they were told they were being resettled so took their valuables with them 
Transported by train in cattle wagon without food or sanitation - many died en route 

 
 
 
 
 

Arrival and Segregation 
Trains arrived daily from up to 1,500 miles away 

The commandant told new arrivals that they would only leave via the chimney 
Officers and doctors of the SS examined the new arrivals 

Arrivals divided into two groups 
 
          Old, young, ill or disabled (to the left)                                        Fit to work (to the right) 

 
 
 
 
 

Immediate Gassing      Forced labour 
Told they were to undergo disinfection and de-lousing                Belongings confiscated 
Ordered to undress in underground changing room                     Haircut, sprayed with disinfectant 
Herded into a chamber resembling a shower room                      Bathed, photographed, tattooed  
Locked in the building and gassed using Zyklon B                         Given a number and registered   
Victims were dead within 20 minutes                                             Marked with coloured triangles 
                                                                                                               Set to work for the Nazis 
 
                       
 
 
 
                       Incineration                                              Worked to death OR 
Bodies removed                                                                    Starved to death OR      
Gold fillings and hair removed                                           Died of disease OR 
Bodies taken to incinerators or pyres                               Transferred out and 
Gold turned to ingots                                                           died elsewhere OR               Liberated 
Hair sold to factories                                                                                                               
Ashes used as fertiliser or to fill ponds 


